
ON THE ANONYMITY OF TIMED POOLMIXESAndrei SerjantovUniversity of CambridgeComputer Laboratory15 JJ Thomson AvenueCambridge CB3 0FD, United KingdomAndrei.Serjantov�l.am.a.ukRihard E. NewmanDepartment of Computer & Information Siene & EngineeringPO Box 116120 University of FloridaGainesville, FL 32611-6120, USAnemo�ise.u.eduAbstrat This paper presents a method for alulating the anonymity of a timedpool mix. Thus we are able to ompare it to a threshold pool mix, andany future mixes that might be developed. Although we are only able toompute the anonymity of a timed pool mix after some spei� numberof rounds, this is a pratial approximation to the real anonymity.1. IntrodutionMany anonymity systems use the notion of a mix as introdued byChaum (Chaum, 1981). The purpose of a mix is to hide the orrespon-dene between inoming and outgoing messages, so that the attaker(who is not able to see the inner workings of a mix) annot tell whosends messages to whom.Thus, a mix is a proxy that ollets some number of messages insideit (thus introduing a delay), \mixes them up" and forwards them on.There are two fundamental harateristis of a mix: the anonymity itprovides, or roughly speaking, the number of messages it ollets, andthe time for whih it delays messages. The former should be maximizedwhile minimizing the latter.



2 Mixing an be done in a variety of ways. For example, a mix maywait for a partiular number of messages to arrive (threshold mix) beforeforwarding the messages on, or a partiular time interval (timed mix).Chaum's original system used a simple threshold mix, but over the lastfew years many mixes have been proposed in the literature (Kesdoganet al., 1998; Jerihow, 2000; Cottrell, 1994). A survey of some mixingstrategies with an emphasis on their properties under ative (n � 1)attaks has been presented by Serjantov et al. (Serjantov et al., 2002).Although the minimum and maximum anonymity of several mixes werepresented there, the average anonymity of timed mixes was not. In fat,the authors stated that the anonymity of a timed mix depends on theentire history of message arrivals at this mix, but do not go further inexploring this idea. In this paper, we look at this issue in detail and showhow working out the anonymity of timed pool mixes an be ahieved.First, we desribe the timed pool mix itself. We then desribe thethreshold pool mix and give an outline of a method whih will enablea omparison of the two. We then proeed to give a general outline ofhow to analyse the anonymity of the timed mix. Finally, we desribeour implementation of the analysis and give some suggestions for a fairomparison of the two mixes.2. Desription of the Timed Pool MixTimed Pool MixParameters: t, period; n, pool.Flushing Algorithm: The mix �res every t seonds. If Ni messageshave arrived sine the last time the mix �red, then a pool of nmessages1 hosen uniformly at random from the Ni+n is retainedin the mix. The others are forwarded. If Ni = 0, the mix does notsend out any messages.It is interesting to ompare the mixing strategy of this mix to that ofa threshold pool mix.Threshold Pool MixParameters: N , threshold; n, pool.Flushing Algorithm: The mix �res when N + n messages aumulatein the mix (or when N messages have arrived sine the last timethe mix �red). A pool of n messages, hosen uniformly at randomfrom all the messages, is retained in the mix. The other N areforwarded on.
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Figure 1. A Timed Pool MixIt is lear that the anonymity set of the timed pool mix at roundi (the set of senders that have a non-zero probability of having sent amessage present in the mix at round i) inludes the senders of all themessages that have passed through it sine round 0. This is also thease for the threshold pool mix. Thus, using anonymity sets (or, to bemore preise, the size of the anonymity sets) for measuring anonymitydoes not distinguish the two mix types.Thus, we follow the approah taken in (Serjantov and Danezis, 2002)2and alulate anonymity of the timed pool mix using the informationtheoreti metri proposed in that paper. That work has already analysedthe threshold pool mix, so that will not be repeated here.3. MethodFirst of all, assume that all messages arrive at the pool mix diretlyfrom senders. Furthermore, for the purposes of omparison, assume thatthe senders of all the messages are distint.We proeed as follows:Consider a message inside the mix at round r (we do not are whetherthis message leaves the mix or not). Now, alulate the probabilities thatit had been sent by eah of the senders who sent a message at roundj, j < i. We now have a probability distribution of senders who ouldhave sent the message. Taking the entropy, P p log p, of this probabilitydistribution, will give the anonymity. For a detailed (and a more general)de�nition of this information theoreti metri see Serjantov and Danezis,2002.Given the mix at round r and a history of message arrivals to the mix[N1; : : : ; Nr℄, let us alulate the probability of a message from rounds1 : : : r still being in the mix.



4 If the message was in the mix before the �rst ush (round 0), theprobability of it staying until round r is:p0 = rYi=1� nNi + n�The probability that a partiular message that is in the mix at roundr has entered the mix at round r is:pr = NrNr + nThus, eah of the senders (there were Nr of them) at round r sentthis message with probability:pr = 1Nr + nSimilarly, the probability that a message that is in the mix at roundr has entered the mix at round r � 1 is:pr�1 = nNr + n � Nr�1Nr�1 + n�Now we an alulate the anonymity of the entire probability distri-bution.Er = � NrNr + n log 1Nr + n � rYi=1 nNi + n! log rYi=1 nNi + n!�� r�1Xx=1 NxNx + n  rYi=x+1 nNi + n! log 1Nx + n rYi=x+1 nNi + n!!At this point it may be helpful to refer bak to Setion 5 of Serjantovand Danezis, 2002 and observe how the above expression follows on fromthe one for anonymity of the threshold pool mix.We an also derive the anonymity of a timed pool mix in a di�erentway. Reall the formula for omposition of mixes from Setion 3.2 ofSerjantov and Danezis, 2002:Etotal = Emix + X0<x�n pxExIntuitively, this says that the anonymity of a message in the mix isthe inherent entropy of the mix (Emix) plus the mean anonymity of allthe messages inside the mix.



On the Anonymity of Timed Pool Mixes 5A message in a pool mix at round i ould have ome from two plaes:from the pool remaining after the previous round (all the probabilityof this pi) or from a round i sender. So,pi = nNi+n and 1� pi = NiNi+nThen, the inherent entropy of the mix at round i isEimix = �pi log pi � (1� pi) log(1� pi)Using the above formula we an now obtain the anonymity of a timedpool mix after r rounds:Er = Ermix + prEr�1 + (1� pr) logNrThis an be rewritten as:Er = Ermix+(1�pr) logNr+r�1Xx=1Exmix rYi=x+1 pi+ rXx=1(1�px) logNx rYi=x+1 piIt is important to notie that to alulate the anonymity of a timedpool mix (using either method), we need to know the number of messagesthat had arrived at the mix during eah of the previous rounds.Now suppose we wish to analyse the anonymity of a timed pool mixat round R. It is lear that messages whih have passed through themix a long time ago will not ontribute muh to the urrent anonymity.3Thus, we an approximate the total anonymity by pretending that onlyr of the R rounds ontribute to the anonymity.Suppose that message interarrival times during time period T followsome probability distribution (an exponential distribution, for example)and that N messages arrive in total. Furthermore, take T to be somemultiple of t, the time parameter of the mix, so that the N messagesarrive over r = Tt rounds. Now we an simply enumerate all the possibleways (we all these histories) that N messages an arrive in r rounds,and alulate the probability of eah one. Now all that is left to do isto alulate the anonymity of eah one of the histories, the probabilityof eah history ourring given the exponential (or in fat any other)distribution and ompute the mean anonymity.4. Implementation and ResultsNaturally, this is far too tedious to do by hand, so a short programfound in Haskell (Peyton Jones et al., 1999) was written to enumerate allthe possible histories, alulate their probabilities using an exponential



6distribution and determine the anonymity of the pool mix. Our programalulates anonymity using both methods presented above, and gives thesame results in all our test ases. We hope to make the soure odeavailable for download in the near future.Note that this approah is not as preise as the one used for thethreshold pool mix { we were unable to ome up with a losed form forthe anonymity of a timed pool mix as the number of rounds grows large.However, we onsider the method used above satisfatory and pratial.Unfortunately, it relies on the orretness of the implementation.This program enables a omparison with a threshold pool mix. Wetake the same senario and alulate the anonymity of a threshold poolmix after r rounds.We performed the omparison in the following settings: we took atimed pool mix with a pool of 2 messages over 5 rounds and with 10messages arriving to it during these 5 rounds. The mean interarrivaltime for the Poisson proess was taken to be 1.We then ompared it to a threshold pool mix with the same volumeof traÆ owing through it over 5 rounds. We took the threshold to be2 messages. Note that this orresponds to the anonymity of the timedmix when the history of the timed mix is [2; 2; 2; 2; 2℄. The anonymity ofthe threshold pool mix was 2:91 bits, whilst the anonymity of the timedpool mix was 3:012 bits. Interestingly enough, if we model the arrival ofmessages using a zipf distribution, the anonymity of the timed pool mixis 3.07 bits.We do not urrently wish to make any general laims about theanonymity of timed mixes versus threshold mixes. Suh a statementwould be muh more a produt of the various assumptions we have madethan the bathing strategies themselves. Indeed, a rigorous omparisonof the two mixes would also have to take aount of the average delayof the messages through the two mixes, and possibly other fators. Inthis paper, we merely illustrate that the method whih we use to workout the anonymity of a timed mix is powerful enough to enable suh aomparison.5. Related WorkIn our opinion, properties of mixes have not been well studied. Manymixes have been proposed (Cottrell, 1994; Jerihow, 2000; Kesdoganet al., 1998), but rigorous desriptions of their properties are laking.For instane, Jerihow (Jerihow, 2000) desribes \time ontrolledmixes" and \event ontrolled mixes" (timed and threshold mixes in our



On the Anonymity of Timed Pool Mixes 7terminology), but only goes as far as providing qualitative statementsabout their anonymity.The idea of using a Poisson proess to model message arrivals to a mixis due to Kesdogan; he uses it in the analysis of SG mixes (Kesdoganet al., 1998).6. Conlusions and Future WorkIn this paper we have presented an analysis of the anonymity of thetimed pool mix. Although we were unable to ome up with a simple ex-pression for the anonymity and our methods enumerated all the possiblehistories of message arrivals, the method still enabled us to do a om-parison of the timed and the threshold pool mixes. The sensitivity oftimed pool mixes to the distribution of interarrival times of the messagearrival proess is also of interest.In the future, we would like to onsider more ompliated timed poolmixes suh as the Cottrell mix (Cottrell, 1994; Serjantov et al., 2002),and a generalised mix where the number of messages sent out onto thenetwork is a funtion of the number of messages inside it at the time itushes. A pratial method (and an implementation of it) for analysingtimed mixes is an important step towards this goal.We would also like to perform a rigorous omparison of the propertiesof timed and threshold pool mixes, inluding details about how theyinterat with other features of anonymity systems suh as dummy traÆ.Notes1. When the mix starts operating, the pool is �lled up with n dummy messages2. It is worth noting that a very similar metri is proposed in Diaz et al., 2002.3. Implementors of mixes have also suggested that inluding a timeout lause suh as\message should note be delayed for more than 10 rounds" would make them feel moreomfortable(!).ReferenesChaum, D. (1981). Untraeable eletroni mail, return addresses and digital pseudonyms.Communiations of the A.C.M., 24(2):84{88.Cottrell, L. (1994). Mixmaster and remailer attaks.http://www.obsura.om/~loki/remailer/remailer-essay.html.Diaz, C., Seys, S., Claessens, J., and Preneel, B. (2002). Towards measuring anonymity.In Privay Enhaning Tehnologies, volume 2482 of LNCS.Jerihow, A. (2000). Generalisation and Seurity Improvement of Mix-mediated Anony-mous Communiation. PhD thesis, Tehnishen Universitat Dresden.
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